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Enterprises now have various options when it comes to choosing a dedicated internet access
solution. Among them installing an Internet Leased Line is said to be the most efficient solution. In
order to understand this service one needs to understand what is a leased line. A leased line
service is said to be the most advance solution a business can have for communication. It is a
permanent fiber optic cable that is placed between two distinct geographical locations. This cable
can be used to transfer data between two locations in an efficient way.

Not only does a leased line service aid a business to effectively manage a smooth communication
platform, but it also provides them with high-speed internet connectivity. A leased line connection
comes with several benefits but the biggest of them is that this line can also used to offer internet
services. It is now considered as one of the quickest ways of connecting to web. In order to use a
leased line for web connectivity a separate router needs to be installed at the place, which serves as
the gateway to an internet connection. An Internet Leased Line has great advantages for
businesses that have a high need for internet services. There are several kinds of internet
connections that one can pick, but none can be as competent as this service.

A leased line connection is dedicated to single user and is not shared with any other user on the
network. It ensures that its user enjoys guaranteed bandwidth and exceptional data security. This
dedicated connection can also be configured as per specific requirements. A leased line connection
comes along with exceptional support and Service Level Agreements (SLA) from the companies
that offer this service.

One major drawback of this service is that it comes with a high cost. Installing this service requires a
business to make huge investments. Having a Leased Line connection in India is very common
today. Businesses have also realized the importance of a leased line and hence have started to
install this service. Leased Line services are now available in Hyderabad, Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore
and other leading cities. Although this connection is very costly, the advantages it brings along
offset the costs. It provides its user with unprecedented reliability and efficiency, which is very vital
for businesses today. There are certain things that one must consider when choosing a leased line
service. The user should first evaluate his requirements before going in for this service. As there are
number of leased line providers today one can perform a thorough research before signing up with
any company.
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